
Established in 1962, the French School of Kuala Lumpur (LFKL) is a non-profit school, managed by a board of elected 
parents. The school has signed a convention with the AEFE (Agency for French Education Abroad) and benefits from the 

support of the French Authorities. AEFE is a unique and worldwide network of almost 500 French schools in 
137 countries with a total number of 335 000 pupils, two thirds of whom are non-French citizens.

The LFKL welcomes pupils from pre-elementary to 
high school in an international learning 

environment. 
The school is open to non French speaking 

children, from any nationality, from the age of 2 
and a half to 6 years old.

Students benefit from a high standard  education 
that includes cultural, artistic, technical, scientific, 

literary, sports and extra curricular activities at 
very affordable school fees. 

We provide a multicultural education with qualified 
French teachers attached to the Ministry of National 
Education and professional English native or local 

teachers.
Pupils follow a French curriculum leading to the 

French Baccalauréat.
Every year the school is visited by inspectors from the 
French Ministry of National Education to make sure it 

complies with the French curriculum.

Students achieve outstanding academic results at 
the French Baccalaureate (2018 session: 100% 
success, 83% of our students graduated with 

honours) and are entitled to join the world’s most 
prestigious universities worldwide.

They have the opportunity to, either carry on further 
education in France, or elsewhere in the world. 

WHAT MAKES THE LFKL UNIQUE?

In 2018, 55% of them joined universities or 
institutions in France and 45% in a different 

country. Scholarships can be granted by the AEFE to 
excellent foreign students who have passed their

 “baccalauréat” with distinction and have chosen to 
carry on their studies in France through the Major-

General Grants of Excellence . 
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Multilingualism is central to our curriculum. 
We take into account the students diversity to 

provide an adapted curriculum throughout their 
schooling.

Foreign languages are taught as early as the 
pre-elementary classes through educational 

activities by group levels.

Secondary school students have the 
opportunity to learn several languages: English, 

German, Spanish, Malay, Chinese and Latin. 
Every year they are given the opportunity to take 

language exams and receive international language 
certifications (Cambridge Exam, IELTS, DELF, DELE, 
HSK). Most of them become bilingual or trilingual at 

the end of their studies.
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 from 47 countries

100%
Success rate

45% of our alumni
are studying outside of France
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in 137 countries
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Every year, the LFKL participates to the PROZAP (Asia Pacific Zone Projects) organized by the AEFE.
It has been almost 15 years that ten LFKL students participate to the MYMUN and SIMUN conferences 

that gather international schools from different asian countries. 
Students are invited to debate in English on various topics such as politics, economics, social and 

environmental issues.

In 2016, the LFKL organized the 4th Asian Pacific Swimming Championship (CAPN).
During 4 days of competition, the establishment welcomed 10 teams and 300 swimmers gathered for 
the event, coming from the French Schools of Shanghai, Phnom Penh, Bangkok, Hong-Kong, Vientiane, 

Singapore, Jakarta, Pattaya and Sydney.

This year, the LFKL will participate to the 8th CAPN edition that will take place in Singapore.

High school students attended the Badminton Championship in November 2018 in
 Jakarta and went to the Dubai Golf Games for a multi-sport competition with an outstanding 

ranking. They will also participate to the 3rd Rugby Clover tournament in Tokyo in September 2019.

Our Grade 6 and 7 students also participate in the interclass junior competition of “Mathematics 
Without Borders”, a test of 9 scientific exercises, one of which must be solved in a foreign language.

This competition is a great challenge for students, demonstrating their teamwork, initiative, 
motivation and research. 

Primary and secondary school students are invited to work, exchange together, and practice the use of 
a foreign language in mathematics.

The LFKL encourages the venue of French artists, last year the school received the visit of the street art 
artist HeRsK well know for his Eskimo Ice Pops series and Jeremi CA a multifaceted contemporary 

artist.

In December 2018, the LFKL launched once again the Azimut and Segalen literary prizes. A selection 
of young novels was offered to our elementary and high school students. As part of the project, the 

school will be welcoming Cédric Janvier, one of the authors of our 2019 book selection.


